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It is essential for the Future Internet to fully support multihoming and select most appro-
priate paths for Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT). In real complex networks, different
paths are likely to overlap each other and even share bottlenecks which can weaken the
path diversity gained through CMT. Spurred by this observation, it is necessary to select
multiple independent paths insofar as possible. However, the path correlation lurks behind
the IP/network layer topology, so we have to fall back to end-to-end probes to estimate this
correlation by analyzing path delay characteristics. In this paper, we present the first step
towards a new topic of correlation-aware multipath selection, with formal and systematic
problem definition, modeling and solution. Based on a well-designed delay probing, a
Grouping-based Multipath Selection (GMS) mechanism is developed to avoid underlying
shared bottlenecks between topologically joint paths. In addition, we further propose a
practical functionality framework and define a novel multihoming sublayer for the exchange
of the multipath capabilities. Extensive simulations demonstrate that the GMS under dif-
ferent network conditions performs much better than other selection schemes, even with
burst background traffic.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The research on the Future Internet [1] ranges from
small, incremental evolutionary steps to complete rede-
signs (clean-slate) [2] and architecture principles, among
which the evolutionary approaches supplement the exist-
ing Internet technologies, such as Mobile IP, HIP [3], SCTP
[4], SHIM6 [5] and Multipath TCP [6,24]. One of the most
challenging design goals of the Future Internet can be char-
acterized by the support of multi-homing between various
access networks with an aim of providing a broad range of
services to the users anywhere, anytime. A host equipped
with multiple interfaces can connect (potentially through
. All rights reserved.
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different providers) to multiple networks simultaneously,
and we call this functionality multihoming [7]. The use of
several IP addresses on each end-host will become widely
prevalent; this is a drastic architectural change compared
to today’s non-multihomed networks, where each host is
typically identified by a single IP address that denotes both
its identifier and its locator. When multiple access networks
are nested together, to ensure that application require-
ments can be met effectively, it is essential that more than
one path can be selected to transmit data simultaneously,
which is concurrently called Concurrent Multipath Transfer
(CMT) [8]. Doing so can provide: (1) more bandwidth
and better resiliency for the user and (2) higher network
utilization for network operators. Unfortunately, current
IP/TCP/SCTP protocols are not readily capable for multih-
oming and CMT. The idea behind CMT is to make use of
the additional paths that are ignored by the current routing
system.
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In CMT, a path is expressed as a pair of source–destina-
tion (S–D) addresses for reaching one destination. When a
host has multiple parallel paths to send packets to its des-
tinations, it must somehow make a decision of which
path(s) to use for which connection(s) on a per-application
basis. More specifically, the host needs a mechanism to se-
lect the source IP addresses and the destination IP ad-
dresses. We consider it a natural requirement that a
selection scheme running on the end-hosts should choose
a subset of paths to bear the requirements of upper appli-
cations, by providing a good balance between complexity
and performance. The problem here is essentially how
the paths can be suitably selected to bear a given data
stream, when QoS, policy, security and reliability concerns
are taken into account. Compared to other statements on
path selection, our path selection actually is to select an
S–D IP address pair rather than the entire route, and our
multipath selection is to select multiple S–D IP address
pairs between two multihomed hosts.

Most research about multipath transmission make the
assumption that multiple paths are independent [6,8], but
this assumption is rarely valid in real networks. For
example, two different paths are likely to overlap one or
more joint links somewhere in the network, even share
the same bottleneck. So it is necessary to diminish this
assumption and take into account the correlation be-
tween paths [9]. Furthermore, the benefits of path diver-
sity do not just depend on whether paths are absolutely
independent or dependent, but rather on their correlated
degrees in actual networks. Evaluating correlation degrees
of available paths and selecting relatively independent
paths if possible is an important element in effective
use of path diversity, which is partly motivated by the
observation that packets sent over dependent paths are
likely to suffer simultaneously from large packet delays,
and otherwise not. Therefore, we can conclude that if
the delay variation on different paths are strongly (or
weakly) correlated, the internal shared congestion is more
(or less) likely to occur. It is reasonable to model the path
correlation based on the path delay variation, and what
we need to do is to collect a history of one-way delay val-
ues of each forward path through external end-to-end
measurements, without cooperation from the network
routers.

Intuitively, we can view the selection of a highly reli-
able set of end-to-end paths as the problem of maximizing
the effect of path diversity for a parallel-series network.
Path bottleneck points are the most critical to impact the
performance of the entire path, and their relative locations
directly affect the degree of path correlation. Therefore it is
crucial to identify bottlenecks in the large-scale network so
as to evaluate path correlation. This paper makes the fol-
lowing three key contributions. Firstly, we focus on a
new topic about how to select several paths from multiple
available paths in a multihomed network environment,
without any knowledge of the underlying network. Sec-
ondly, we propose a probing scheme capable of discovering
shared bottlenecks among multiple paths simultaneously,
and a subsequent Grouping-based Multipath Selection
(GMS) strategy. Finally, we present a system implementa-
tion to enforce the multipath selection and transfer, and
discuss the necessity of adding a multihoming sublayer be-
low the transport layer to manage multiple paths.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes related work. Section 3 states the prob-
lem and main intuition behind our mechanism. In Section
4, we propose the path correlation model and probing
method. Section 5 explains the proposed GMS, and as-
sesses its computational complexity. An implementation
framework is proposed in Section 6. Section 7 presents
simulation results that show the advantages of our ap-
proach. Some discussion and open issues for future study
are presented in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. Related work

The exploitation of path diversity has attracted much
attention recently, and [9] provides a broad overview of
the general area. We note that existence of multiple dis-
joint paths can result in many benefits including: (1) in-
creased bandwidth, and (2) improved loss characteristics.
There are a number of approaches [7–9] to accomplishing
multipath data delivery, the path diversity-based approach
is considered in this paper.

Multipath routing [10–12], especially for wireless ad
hoc networks, focuses on how to leverage multiple com-
plete paths through a network. In [10], Disjoint Pathset
Selection Protocol (DPSP) is proposed for selecting a set
of paths to achieve the best reliability. Mao et al. [11] fur-
ther propose a meta-heuristic approach based on Genetic
Algorithms to solve the routing selection problem. Wei
and Zakhor [12] propose a different method for selection
of two node-disjoint paths that takes into account the
interference caused by the neighboring links.

Selecting optimal paths in overlay networks has also
been an active research area recently [13–15]. Begen et al.
study how to select multiple paths that maximize the video
quality at clients on Internet overlay networks [13]. Given
information about the underlying network graph, [14] pro-
poses multipath routing heuristics for unicast and multi-
cast scenarios along with a data scheduling algorithm. In
[15], the authors propose to select two paths with minimal
correlation for streaming over Internet overlay networks.

There are other similar works in interface [16], access
network [17] and IP address [4,7] selection for multihomed
wireless device. Historically, this was good, as the first link
was usually the bottleneck which had the least bandwidth.
Often now, however, it is a ‘‘backhaul’’ rather than the ac-
cess link that has the most constrained bandwidth – an
example of this could be a satellite or 3G link which con-
nects a train WLAN to the internet. Therefore, the target
should be how to select end-to-end complete paths instead
of merely part of them. Another work in [18] aims at
selecting the best path among several available end-to-
end paths through the use of bandwidth estimation tech-
niques, which is more suited to the single path selection.

Multipath selection needs to take advantage of the ben-
efits of path diversity, so discovering the correlation char-
acteristics of multiple paths is the key problem. It can be
done either by internal nodes or by end systems. The afore-
mentioned approaches attempt to learn about single path
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characteristics, but do not address directly the problem of
identifying the correlations between multiple paths. Unlike
others, Rubenstein et al. [19] attempt to detect whether
two flows share the same bottleneck through end-to-end
measurement. However, their goal is to exploit the relation
between the flows rather than the paths.

The following features distinguish our work from other
approaches in the literature: (1) the correlations between
multiple paths are considered for multipath selection; (2)
completely end-to-end, without the need of support at
routers; (3) being suitable for all kinds of path relationship
models, not just single source; and (4) fast evaluation, low
load and high scalability to more than two paths.
3. Problem statement

Consider the multihomed networks are constituted by
the multihomed end-devices (see Fig. 1). The source and
the destination are connected via a network of communi-
cation links. An end-to-end path is a virtual link directly
connecting two IP addresses which come from source
and destination device respectively. It can be mapped to
the IP path. For example, the PathP12 started from IP1

s and
ended with IP2

d consists of the nodes NS, Nm, Nk, and ND.
Characteristics of two end-to-end paths may be correlated
because they may share some IP links or nodes. For exam-
ple, the P12 and P13 share the IP links (NS,Nm) and (Nm,Nk).

An M-by-N multihomed network topology can be ab-
stracted as a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) between M
source addresses in the source device and N destination
addresses in the destination device, along with a given sin-
gle-path routing policy that maps each source–destination
pair to a single route from the source to the destination.
Ignoring the topology and physical links of the network,
we let Pij simply denote any one path connecting source
address IPi

s and destination addresses IPj
d. We assume that

drops at congestion points are burst due to the Drop-tail
nature of most routers, and the packets are dropped in
an i.i.d. fashion. Moreover the packet drop processes in
Fig. 1. An example path graph ma
different links are independent of each other. We ignore
quantization issues, data corruption or random delays.

Our goal is to select the number of paths required by the
upper application and at the same time to minimize the
correlation of selected path set. Nevertheless, the attempt
to select the correlation-minimization path set directly is
an Integer Quadratic Programming problem (NP-hard [20]),
which is an exponential exhaustive search to select paths.
In addition, we observe that path bottleneck points are
the most critical to impact the performance of the entire
path, and their relative locations affect the degree of path
correlation directly. Thus, we introduce a pre-grouping pro-
cess according to whether shared bottlenecks exist or not,
and then perform multipath selection among groups which
is solvable in a reasonable amount of time. The proposed
GMS solution consists of the following four steps: (1) prob-
ing for the delay variation of all paths; (2) grouping based
on whether these paths exist shared bottlenecks or not;
(3) simple selection of the best path from each group; (4)
precise selection of the required number of paths based
on the paths obtained in step 3, if necessary. In GMS, we
get rid of the strongly correlated paths and carry out the
multipath selection on a smaller number of candidate
paths, since the benefit of path diversity is never gained
from paths with a shared bottleneck.
4. Path correlation evaluation

It is desirable to evaluate the correlation degree be-
tween two paths. This section gives the definition of path
correlation and presents a novel probing scheme capable
of determining whether any two paths are strongly corre-
lated or not.

4.1. Path correlation model

Rij and Rxy are the performance values for two given
paths Pij and Pxy observed at approximately the same times
experienced by receivers. The path correlation is defined as
pping to connectivity graph.
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the sample correlation coefficient between Pij and Pxy in a
normal way as (1).

qðPij; PxyÞ ¼
CovðRij;RxyÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

VarðRijÞ
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

VarðRxyÞ
p : ð1Þ

This formula is based on the standard Pearson’s correlation
function of two random variables. Here, we utilize the one-
way delay on the forward path as a metric to obtain Rij and
Rxy when calculating path correlation in (1). To ensure the
accuracy of the calculation, we need a history of delay sam-
ples on each forward path. Without the need of network
support, path delay can be obtained only through a standard
timestamping mechanism, which uses the ‘‘Options’’ field in
the TCP header to include the time when a packet is sent by
the source, and the time when an ACK is sent by the destina-
tion. As the ACK sending time gives an approximate indica-
tion of the packet reception time, the one-way delay on the
forward path can be estimated as the ACK sending time
minus the packet sending time. Path delay properties have
been observed to be stationary (on the order of a few min-
utes) [21]. This justifies our approach of computing (1)
based on past behavior to select paths for future use.

Then, we can determine whether Pij and Pxy share a
common bottleneck or not. In [19], a cross measure is de-
fined as the correlation coefficient of sample sets of two
different variables, whereas an auto measure is defined as
the correlation coefficient of two sample sets of the same
variable. The comparison test between two paths learned
from [19] is defined as follows: (1) Compute the cross mea-
sure, Mx = q(Pij,Pxy), between pairs of packets on two paths
Pij and Pxy, spaced apart by time t > 0. (2) Compute the auto
measure, Ma ¼ qðP1

ij; P
2
ijÞ, between packets on the same path

Pij, spaced apart by time T > t. Here P1
ij and P2

ij represent two
interleaving samples from the same path Pij. (3) If Mx > Ma,
then the paths share a common bottleneck, otherwise they
do not. The intuition behind this test is that if two paths
share a bottleneck, then the cross correlation coefficient
should exceed the auto correlation coefficient provided
that the spacing between packets on different paths at
the bottleneck is smaller than the spacing between packets
on the same path.
4.2. Correlation probing

In [19], their work can not be applied to more than two
flows in which the probing load is too heavy, so it is essen-
tial to design a light probing scheme to infer the correla-
tions of multiple paths simultaneously. One of the
essential techniques in our construction is the extension
of ‘‘packet-pair’’ technique [22]. A challenge associated
with our approach is how to set probing packet spacing
Fig. 2. N-packets-pair
such that multiple pairs of comparison tests can be per-
formed in parallel.

Definition 1. An N-packets-pair probe sequence S (DSn; k;
l; D) is a sequence of block pairs with each block including
N packets of the same size as shown in Fig. 2. The
consecutive N packets are transmitted respectively to
different destinations in destination address set DSn (there
are N addresses). The inter-packet spacing within a block is
k time units, the inter-block spacing is at most l time units
and two adjacent N-packets-pairs are spaced by at least D
time units.

The intuition behind the structure is to provide a base-
line for the delay correlation over each path of the same
source. The key insight is that because of their temporal
proximity, as the quantity of addresses in a destination
host (N) is limited to a small number, we expect packets
within an N-packets-pair to have a high probability of expe-
riencing a shared fate on the shared links. This well-de-
signed structure ensures that if both paths from the same
source share a bottleneck, then the spacing of packet-pair
on the same path (T) at this bottleneck is larger than the
spacing between packets on different paths (t). Thus, the
precondition of comparison test can be satisfied. The values
l and D in Definition 1 are chosen empirically in order that
the intra-pair and inter-pair packets highly experience cor-
related and dependent packet delays, respectively.

For a probing session initiated by a single source ad-
dress, the set of destination addresses are treated as prob-
ing terminal points of a probe tree, in which each two
branches forms the Inverted-Y topology, and the above
N-packets-pair sequence is used for probing. For M source
addresses, a similar probing sequence is sent from every
source in parallel and simultaneously as in Fig. 3. As each
source constructs one probe tree, there are M trees alto-
gether. The branches from different trees converge at a cer-
tain junction, which forms the Y topology.

4.3. Correlation computation

To compute Ma and Mx, we should find a sequence of
matched packets from two paths, which should arrive at
that bottleneck at roughly the same time if both paths have
a shared bottleneck. A key step in this process is synchro-
nizing and matching the sample sets from two paths. The
sampling process proceeds as follows. Assume path Pij

yields nij samples, and path Pxy yields nxy samples. Without
loss of generality, assume that nij 6 nxy. Let x(u) denote the
timestamp (arrival time) of sample Rij from Pij, and y(v) de-
note the timestamp of sample Rxy from Pxy, where
1 6 u 6 nij, and 1 6 v 6 nxy. We merge two sets x(u) and
y(v) and compute the mean spacing for all packets on the
probe sequence.
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two paths, t, between every two consecutive packets on Pij

and Pxy. That is t ¼ ð
P

16u6nij ;16v6nxy;
xðuÞ � yðvÞj jÞ=npairs,

where npairsdenotes the number of packet-pairs generated,
such that sample x(u) in each packet-pair is paired with a
peer sample y(v) that minimizes jx(u) � y(v)j for all v. After
computing t, the Ma can be computed for any of the two
paths. In this computation, we select samples from the
path sample set such that inter-packet spacing is higher
than t. Samples that are not used in the auto correlation
test (due to packet spacing violation) are marked and are
not used in the computation of Mx (for each particular test).

We use this comparative method to determine whether
both paths share a bottleneck or not. In case that both
paths do not have shared bottleneck, i.e., Mx 6Ma, it does
not mean that both of them are independent, and they
are still likely to have some shared links or congestion.
The absolute cross-measure correlation value Mx can re-
flect their weak correlation degree approximately, and we
can simply exploit this specific value to quantify this kind
of weak correlation.

5. Multiple paths selection

The multipath selection procedure is firstly to classify
paths as different groups according to the result of compar-
ison tests; then choose the best paths from each group, and
if necessary, carefully find a required number of paths as
the final result of selection procedure.

5.1. Grouping process

Algorithm 1 Grouping Process

Input: All paths full set Sn

Output: A list of path groups denoted as U
U = Grouping (Sn)
1: g = 0, U=Ø
2: for (i = 1; i 6M; i++) do
3: for (j = 1; j 6 N; j++) do
4: for (k = 1; k 6 g & & g > 0; k++) do
5: if (representative path Pxy 2 Gk exists)

then

6: if ðqðPij; PxyÞ > qðP1
ij; P

2
ijÞÞ then

7: put Pij into Gk

8: break
9: end if
10: end if
11: end for
12: if (k > g) then
13: g++
14: put Pij into the new created Gg

15: U U [ {Gg}
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: return U

The grouping process takes as input a set of target paths

Sn (with sufficient samples) to be grouped. We number Pij

as kth path with k = (i � 1)N + j. We group each path
according to its order. First, the first path P11 is to be
grouped, then the second path P12, etc. To group a new
path Pij, we designate a representative path Pxy in every
group which has an identical source or destination address
with Pij, i.e., x = i or y = j. A new path is only compared to its
representative path of the group to determine whether it
should join the group or not. This ensures that all paths
that are grouped together are highly correlated. However,
if there is no representative path in the group, the new path
is not joined to that group. Finally, if the new path cannot
be joined to any existing group, a new group is created. The
overall grouping process is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
5.2. Selection process

In the second step, it is necessary to find the best path
[18] within each group firstly. The best path is the path
which yields minimum expected transmission time for
the requested data. Different from the correlation between
paths used for multipath selection, the intrinsic perfor-
mance of a path is more important for the single path
selection within each group. The motivation behind this
is to give preference to high-bandwidth and low-latency
path, so the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) is used as
the selection metric here. This kind of selection, not re-
stricted by the number of paths, upper layer application
and so on, is called free selection.

Additionally, it may happen that the upper layer appli-
cation or end system may impose specific requirements on
the number of paths. In this case, we need to select the re-
quired number of paths as the selection output. To differ-
entiate from free selection, this additional selection is
called restrained selection. The candidate paths are the
within-group optimal paths obtained in free selection. In
fact, these paths have weak correlation between each
other, and may be used for multipath transmission straight
away to provide the maximum flow.

If the number of paths required (s) is greater than the
number of candidate paths (k), i.e. s P k, more paths are
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needed to be selected as transmission paths. The actual
strategy can depend on the specific scenario, and the final
results can still use the output result of free selection, or ap-
pend several other randomly selected paths. However, if
s < k, further selection is needed to find fewer paths as
required. These candidate paths do not have shared bottle-
necks, but they are likely to share some ordinary conges-
tion events, which still present a certain correlation. In
restrained selection, we adopt the cross-measure value of
Mx = q(Pij,Pxy) to quantify path correlation.

Here, the candidate path set is notated as Sk. Each path
Pij 2 Sk is associated with R non-negative and additive QoS
values Wr(Pij), r = 1,2, . . . ,R. There are R constraints Dr,
r = 1,2, . . . ,R for the combined capability over s paths. The
correlation q(Pij,Pxy) between two paths Pij and Pxy is de-
fined in (1). Also we define the indication variable vector
X = (xij) to indicate whether the path is selected (xij = 1),
or not (xij = 0). This minimum correlation selection can be
written as the following optimization problem with
constraints:

Minimize :
X

Pij2Sk

X

Pxy2Sk

xij � xxy � qðPij; PxyÞ ð2Þ

Subject to :
X

Pij2Sk

xijWrðPijÞP Drðor 6 DrÞ 8r ¼ 1;2; . . . ;R;

ð3Þ
X

Pij2Sk

xij ¼ s; ð4Þ

over : xij; xxy 2 0;1f g; 8Pij; Pxy 2 Sk: ð5Þ

Here, (3) means R different QoS constraints, e.g., if Wr (Pij)
is the bandwidth value of path Pij, then (3) specifies that
‘‘the sum of bandwidths for all selected paths should ex-
ceed the required value Dr’’. (4) and (5) are the constraints
regarding the number of paths required. The solving ap-
proach is to enumerate all path pairs in any s paths from
Sk that meet the constraint (3), sum their correlations,
and choose the s paths with the minimum summation of
correlations as the final result of restrained selection.

5.3. Computational complexity analysis

In order to avoid excessive probing cost while still mea-
suring the correlation of any two paths, the first issue to be
resolved is how to minimize the network load of the prob-
ing data. The foregoing sections describe a method of prob-
ing and collecting data at endpoints, to be used in
calculating the path correlations. Assume that m denotes
the number of path delay samples required for each Rij.
Considering the computation of Ma, each path needs 2m
probing packets. For M source and N destination addresses,
there are MN paths in total. In traditional probing schemes,
to compute the Ma and Mx for any two paths, each path
needs to transmit 2m probing packets and thus 4m probing
packets are transmitted. Because there are C2

M�N pairs of
path, the total number of probing packets is 4mC2

M�N .
Clearly, this traditional approach does not scale well. In
our proposed multi-source N-packets-pair probe mecha-
nism, each source transmits m N-packets-pair probe
sequence only once which is reused to compute the corre-
lation degree with all other paths. As each N-packets-pair
probe sequence has 2N probing packets, the number of
probing packets transmitted by each source is 2mN. For
M sources, the total amount of probing packets is 2mMN,
which is much fewer than that of traditional probe
method.

The second issue is to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the selection process. The brute force approach
is to compare all possible pairs of paths to determine their
correlation degrees, which is exponential in the number of
paths MN. Our proposed GMS introduces the grouping pro-
cess which uses the representative path from each group to
make a comparison, instead of comparing with each path
within the group. Thus, the computational complexity of
GMS is O(M � N � g), where g is the number of groups within
a range of 1 to MN. The worst case occurs if all paths do not
share any common bottlenecks and each is grouped sepa-
rately, which would not occur often. This is due to the
locality of address assignment, as well as traffic power-
law characteristics.
6. Practical issues

In this section, we discuss some practical issues on the
implementation framework and the necessity of adding a
multihoming sublayer below the transport layer for the
multipath selection.

6.1. Implementation framework

In order to deploy the proposed GMS in the Future
Internet easily, we propose an implementation framework
in the end-host system as shown in Fig. 4. The key ele-
ments are a decision point Multipath Selection and an
aggregate point Multipath State Management, and other
function modules responsible for reporting the informa-
tion of different levels including the Access Capability, the
end-to-end Routing Capability, the non-physical constraints
Policy & Preferences of the operator(s) and user, the dy-
namic end-to-end path capacity through Multipath Flow
Control and a series of per-path Congestion Control modules.

The basic flow of information is as follows:

� Access Capability detects a number of available accesses
that can be used to support the application require-
ment. These available accesses are pre-filtered based
on capabilities of the first hop, and potentially any
information about local interface network capabilities.
� The set of remaining potential paths is then passed on

to Routing Capability, which interacts with routing func-
tionality to determine capabilities of the possible paths
across the network between the source and the
destination.
� Multipath Flow Control is responsible for managing the

multiple paths uniformly, such as coordinated ARQ
and load scheduling. The per-path Congestion Controls
are responsible for limiting the transmission rate of
each path by controlling its window size independently,
and assessing the real-time capabilities of the end-to-
end paths. All above functionalities may be imple-
mented by the multipath transport protocol, such as
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cmpSCTP [23], Multipath TCP [6,24] and MRTP [25]. The
feedback data (e.g. throughput, latency and packet loss
rate) can be collected from the current traffic by most of
transport control protocols. We can use the feedback
information to optimize the multipath selection.
� When an application is initiated, it sends the application

requirements and Policy & Preferences information to
Multipath Selection. This decision element sends a
request for paths towards the given destination to Mul-
tipath State Management and receives a list of candidate
paths with associated capabilities and their correlations,
and then combines with the information to select the
most appropriate multiple paths for that application.

6.2. Multihoming sublayer

To allow the exchange of multihoming information be-
tween two hosts, it is necessary to define a novel multih-
oming sublayer as illustrated in Fig. 4. In contrast with
current multihoming at the network layer (like in HIP [3],
SHIM6 [5], SIMPLER [26]), this multihoming sublayer is lo-
cated below the original transport layer. Here, we borrow
the concept of ‘‘association’’ from SCTP [4,8], which is a
generalization of a TCP connection. The unique association
identifier is visible above the multihoming sublayer, which
ensures that all upper layer protocols can operate unmod-
ified in a multihoming environment even if some IP paths
and wireless interfaces are changed. The mapping between
the single association identifier and actual (several) ad-
dress pair(s) is done by the new multihoming sublayer.

Normally, routing decisions and the selection of access
networks are based on the information from the IP/net-
work layer. However, this information is inadequate in
multipath selection, since we need to take into account
more factors such as the end-to-end path’s throughput
and latency. As a rule, the information about above charac-
teristics is visible to the transport layer, but is typically
hidden from the IP/network layer. Besides, how to select
necessary paths is precisely what transport layers care
about most, and the multipath selection can be thought
of as the extension of the underlying single-path routing
mechanism in the multihoming environment. Obviously,
this layer division can minimize the related information
(e.g. routes and specific policies) to be shared between dif-
ferent layers.
7. Evaluation and numerical results

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of GMS
and quantify its gain in terms of the aggregating through-
put with the number of paths. In addition, we also compare
GMS with several strategies related to path selection.
7.1. Simulation configuration

The simulation platform used is the OPNET simulator
[27]. The proposed GMS is implemented based on the pro-
posed cmpSCTP [23] protocol and multipath scheduling
strategy [28] in our previous work. Three topologies are
used in our experiments to imitate complicated networks.
The topologies provide a simplified connection of the phys-
ical routes which only contains some routers playing the
role in branching or joining the paths of network flow.
The source is provided with 2 or 3 addresses and the des-
tination with 3 or 4 addresses, so there are 6 or 12 parallel
paths between the source and destination host. 6 or 12
concurrent TCP-like flows are generated as foreground
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traffic, accompanied by the same number of multiplexed
Pareto flows generated as background traffic. Our cross-
traffic generator is a combination of 20 Pareto sources with
an on–off period that takes values in the range [10 ms,1 s].
Each simulation runs for 20 s where probe flows and back-
ground flows start at 0 s and cross-traffic flows start at 3 s.
The path’s share of the bottlenecks’ bandwidth is affected
by cross-traffic. The capacity and propagation delay of each
link are indicated in the following figures. Table 1 summa-
rizes the simulation parameters.

In the first topology (Marginal model), Fig. 5, the shared
bottlenecks occur in the margin of the network. We gener-
ate cross traffic with bandwidth 8 Mbps between R1 and
R6 to produce the first shared bottleneck SB1. The second
shared bottleneck SB2 occurs in R5 due to the minimal
capacity of 3 Mbs but shared by P13 and P23. In the second
topology (Central model), Fig. 6, the shared bottlenecks
Table 1
Simulation parameters.

TCP flows 6 or 12 infinite FTP flows
Cross traffic 1 or 2 flows, CBR (8 Mbps and 6 Mbps)
Background traffic to all links (1 Mbps Pareto)
Queue size 250 packets
Drop policy Drop-tail
Mean size of packet 500 bytes

Fig. 5. Marginal model simu

Fig. 6. Central model simu
occur in the centre of the network. The centre shared links
have limited bandwidth, while the link on the P12, P12, P21

and P22 are congested by high cross-traffic load. These two
topologies simulate the environment where the shared
bottlenecks occur either in the edge router, or in the com-
mon core router.

Fig. 7 depicts the third simulation topology (Universal
model), where the shared bottlenecks can occur in any
location of the network including the edge router and the
core router. This topology is not as symmetric as the first
two, which includes more paths and more complicated
path relationships. The 12 paths produce 5 bottlenecks,
which involve 4 shared bottlenecks and 1 unshared bottle-
neck. In these bottlenecks, the SB1 and SB2 are congested
by high cross-traffic load, SB3 and SB4 are congested by
limited bandwidth, and the only unshared bottleneck be-
tween R3 and R7 is uniquely possessed by the P34.

In the simulation results presented next, SPS denotes
the original single best path selection scheme [18]; RMS
denotes the random multiple better paths selection
scheme without the consideration of path correlation,
which selects paths according to the priority of Band-
width-Delay Product; GMS-Free denotes the free selection
scheme of GMS algorithm; GMS-Restrained denotes the re-
strained selection scheme, which is subject to some restric-
tions and here only considers the number of paths
required.
lation configuration.

lation configuration.



Fig. 7. Universal model simulation configuration.
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7.2. Aggregating throughput

In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of
GMS-Free in terms of the aggregating throughput in all
three topologies (Figs. 5–7). We use FTP applications as
our foreground traffic, along with probing packets through
all available paths, and trigger multi-path selecting at time
9 s. After the multiple paths are selected, the sender trans-
mits the data over them.

Fig. 8 shows the aggregating throughput over simulation
time. During the first 9 s, all 12 paths are used to send data,
which includes several unnecessary paths. Thus, a large
amount of congestion occurs and the total aggregating
throughput is lower. With the use of multipath selection,
less number of paths is used and the total aggregating
throughput is increased. This is because these selected
paths are nearly independent with each other and they just
have sufficient bandwidth to transmit the data.

7.3. Number of paths required

Following above simulation topologies, we now evalu-
ate the effectiveness of GMS-Restrained in terms of the
Fig. 8. Aggregating throughput (over simulation
aggregating throughput as the number of paths required
changes. In this experiment, in case that the number of
paths required is greater than the number of groups, more
paths with better performance are appended to the output
of GMS-Free scheme. In Fig. 9, we vary the number of paths
required (s) and plot the aggregating throughput achieved.
The ideal aggregating throughput is the sum of the
throughput achieved for each selected path, which should
increase as the number of selected paths increases.

We observe in Fig. 9 that the actual aggregating
throughput curve does not monotonically increase, but be-
gins to decline from a point. For instance, in the first topol-
ogy the aggregate curve gradually increase in the
beginning, but as s increases beyond 4, the aggregate curve
is on the decline. For this topology, there are only 4 groups,
meaning that selecting paths beyond the number of groups
is useless. Therefore, it’s necessary to make sure that the
number of selected paths is no more than 4 in this case.
If not so, the congestion will occur and the network band-
width will be wasted unnecessarily. The right value of s de-
pends on the number of groups (k). We suggest that the
number of paths required be smaller than the number of
groups, i.e. s 6 k.
time) with various network environments.



Fig. 9. Effect of the number of paths required.
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7.4. Comparison with selection schemes

In this experiment, we compare the performance of
GMS and other schemes in terms of the aggregating
throughput. For GMS-Restrained in all three topologies,
the number of paths required (s) is set to 3. For instance
the first topology, one possible selected path sets are
{P21} of SPS, {P12,P13,P23} of RMS, {P11,P13,P21} of GMS-Re-
strained, and {P11,P13,P21,P22} of GMS-Free.

The simulation results for different selection schemes,
shown in Fig. 10, demonstrate that the aggregating
throughput of GMS-Free is the highest, which is attributed
to its exploitation of path correlation. Moreover, compar-
ing the curves for RMS and GMS-Restrained, we observe
that the aggregating throughput of RMS is significantly
lower than that of GMS-Restrained, although both of them
have the same number of selected paths. This is because
RMS is a correlation blind scheme that cannot exploit the
path diversity. In fact, we observe that the aggregating
Fig. 10. Effect of different
throughput of RMS is even worse than that of the single
path transmission, as more congestion events occur in
the network for RMS.

8. Discussion and open issues

In the previous sections, we have outlined our ongoing
research on selecting multiple paths for CMT by leveraging
the path diversity between two multihomed nodes. We
have proposed a probing scheme and a subsequent GMS
strategy. However, there are still a large number of open is-
sues related to multipath selection. In this section we
briefly discuss some of them.

8.1. Online re-selecting for time-varying network

In our current solution, multiple paths are selected be-
fore multipath transmission. But the network traffic is
time-varying, and the actual route of each path is also
selection schemes.
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volatile. So it is essential to monitor the change of the cor-
relation degree between the paths, and update the selected
path set according to the current network conditions. In or-
der to achieve this, more research is needed to reduce the
cost of probing correlation without sacrificing the accuracy
of correlation computation. One option is to relieve the
burden of sending probing packets, and replace the current
active probing with the passive probing. However, how to
obtain the inherent characteristics of multiple paths and
the correlation with each other directly from the existing
traffic is still an open issue.

8.2. Coordinated congestion control

One future work involves applying the concept of ‘‘path
correlation’’ to multipath congestion control. The result of
our grouping scheme can be used by any coordinated con-
gestion control scheme. Most of congestion control
schemes are triggered by packet loss. The packet losses oc-
curred in independent paths are considered as relatively
independent, so the congestion control just needs an inde-
pendent strategy. For the packet loss occurring in corre-
lated paths, however, the congestion control requires a
coordination mechanism [29,30]. We design a simple coor-
dination mechanism that works as follows. Each path
maintains its own congestion window. When the loss is
detected at any path of a group, all paths within the group
reduce their window sizes to react to incipient congestion,
but the paths belonging to different groups normally in-
creases their window sizes to rapidly explore available net-
work bandwidth. Additional future work is to study the
impact of the delay difference [28] between paths on the
multipath congestion control.

8.3. Supporting multipath routing

In our current solution, we assume that the underlying
routing protocol only supports single-path routing. In the
latest multipath routing technologies, including multipath
routing in IP layer [10–12] and multipath routing in over-
lay layer [13–15], a pair of S–D addresses (called a path
here) can be assigned multiple IP/overlay routes. It may
happen that there is more than one bottleneck point be-
tween a pair of S–D addresses, so both our correlation
model and probing scheme are invalid. As the situation
of shared bottlenecks between two paths becomes more
complex, it is necessary to redefine the path correlation
and find a way to calculate it in order to support multipath
routing. In addition, another open issue is to study the
coordination between multipath selection and multipath
routing in the future.
9. Conclusions

Compared to uni-path transmission, multipath trans-
mission for the Future Internet can better utilize network
resources and enhance aggregating throughput. More
sophisticated network deployment means that there may
be some topologically shared or joint links between differ-
ent transport paths. Thus, how to select these paths for a
given service, rather than interfaces or routes, seems to
be a very interesting area of research. The selection should
be unaware of the knowledge of the underlying network
topology and the information should only be obtained
through end-to-end network measurement.

In this paper, we propose a multipath selection strategy
to exploit the path diversity by taking into account the po-
tential path correlation. The probing and grouping mecha-
nism enables the subsequent selection to avoid underlying
shared bottlenecks easily. Besides, we propose an imple-
mentation framework in the end-host system, and discuss
the necessity of adding a multihoming sublayer. The exten-
sive simulations demonstrate that our scheme can select a
desirable path set for CMT in various network environ-
ments, and outperforms other selection schemes in terms
of the aggregating throughput.
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